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Editorial
First, a huge thank you to Pat for being such a great editor. I am
also delighted that Pat’s last issue was an all female concern because
I am now doubly honoured to become the first female editor of ‘in
focus’.

I am rubbish with money so Treasurer is out, unaccustomed to
public speaking so Chair is unlikely. Secretary, Membership – got
them out of my system. So, not being one to sit quietly below
deck, tackling the magazine seemed the obvious next challenge.
Also, a stint at a well known dive magazine last year has obviously
made me a publishing expert… well, perhaps not but I like to think
it helped. I only hope I can live up to the very high standard set by
the impressive pedigree of editors over the years.

So, to business. To begin, some useful advice from our resident
digital expert Alex Mustard on that most difficult of modern decisions
– when to cross over to the dark side (or, when to ‘go digital’).
Followed by Splash-in 2006 moments revisited and some calibration
advice from our chair Martha Tressler. (This issue is unexpectedly
turning into a digital special and I haven’t even gone to the dark
side myself yet), as we have the first in a series of articles by
Jeremy Cuff about setting up your own photography website -
apparently the ‘thing to do’ judging by the number of member
links on the BSoUP website (not done that yet either – hmmm
there’s a pattern emerging here – note to self ‘get with the
programme’). Jane Burnett continues her odyssey around the beauty
and diversity of New Zealand, then Andy Clark and Alison Mayor
describe some excellent meetings held this year with a few pretty
distinguished speakers along the way.

Just time for two major pleas for help. This wonderful magazine is
only as good as its contributors, so please, send me your articles
and pictures – as many as you can (that includes YOU Pat Morrissey!).
Lastly, if anyone can help write-up the meetings please get in
touch, help is always needed no matter how much or little time you
can spare.

That’s it, enjoy, and see you in the beautiful blue,
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BSoUP speakers 2006

September 20th

Photo techniques: Back to basics with Martha Tressler
‘Focus on’: The world in our hands
Main event: The power of RAW!

Progressing beyond film with Paul Kay

October 18th

Photo techniques: Photo libraries with Matthew Ford
Annual event: Best of British Portfolio competition for the

Best of British Trophy & £100 from Sport
Diver Magazine

Main event: Hazardous marine life with Linda Pitkin

November 15th

Annual event: Annual General Meeting
Annual event: Focus on final competition
Annual event: Beginners Portfolio competition for the Diver

trophy & £100 from Diver Magazine
Annual event: Charles Hood

December 20th

Annual event: Open Portfolio competition for the BSoUP
trophy & £100 from Dive Magazine

Annual event: Christmas Party

For sale: Nikon D70 camera with kit lens (Nikkor 18-70mm zoom),
spare battery and 1g memory card, £450.00. Contact Colin Doeg,
020 7622 8147 or colindoeg@supanet.com

For sale: Subal housing for Nikon F80. Dome Port and 33mm ext.
ring. Flat Port for 105mm Macro lens. Flat Port for 60mm Macro
lens. Nikon F80 (body only). Pelican Case. All in perfect condition.
Cost new £2,740  accept  £1,100. Contact Jim Gilmour on 01560
482653 or Mob: 07711 257369 (Ayrshire).

Classified



Too much measurbating can make you blind by Alex
Mustard

Two of the biggest hurdles facing those aspiring to make the leap
to digital photography are the plethora of choice and when to take
the plunge. When I last looked Digideep.com, a website dedicated
to providing an overview of the digital underwater photography
market, listed 848 digital cameras and 505 digital camera housings!
It is a confusing and intimidating ocean of choice. The problem is
compounded when you discover the camera you have been tire-
lessly researching is about to be replaced. Do you wait for the new
model or buy the current one? And whenever you look, a new model
is always just round the corner.

This problem is topical in the DSLR segment where the two major
players, Canon and Nikon, have both recently introduced new pro-
sumer “pocket-battleship” cameras and housings are starting to
appear. Smaller and cheaper than the pro bodies, these cameras
pack in nearly all of their features. It is a tier in the product line-up
that has always appealed to underwater photographers, when even
in the film days both the pro-sumer Nikon F90x and F100 were far
more popular than the pro level F4 and F5. A good small camera = a
small housing and for underwater photography this is always better
than a good big camera. Unsurprisingly, as we await the housings,
there is much debate about whether the Nikon D200 or the Canon
5D are really worth the upgrade and which is the better choice. I
am certainly not going to get into that here, but it is a classic case-
study of the perpetual conundrum of when is the right time to
jump.

Help is at hand on internet forums where you can ask photogra-
phers who actually use these cameras what they think of them.
The underwater photography forums at e.g. Wetpixel are particu-
larly helpful and you will get advice that is actually relevant to the
peculiarities of aquatic snapping. But, beware should you wander
over to the general photography forums as many of the posters
seem to have the same prejudiced brand dedication as football
supporters at a local derby match.
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These gear-heads, known online as measurbators because of their
love of camera specifications over photography, justify their actions
saying it is all part of the fun. They point out that the very existence
of the forums is to debate the minutiae of the tech specs. But the
side effect of their vilified arguments is to leave the new
photographer scared to commit to a particular camera because
someone, somewhere, has said they don’t like it. 

The truth is simply that almost all of the current cameras are very
capable. Even the ones that the measurbators consider totally
worthless can still take stunning images. A good tip for spotting a
good underwater camera is to see how many housing manufacturers
support it (although I can think of a couple of exceptions to this
rule).

The measurbators would better feed their need for toys, which
admittedly has always been part of the attraction of taking pictures
underwater, by concentrating on buying lenses and accessories that
increase the technical capabilities of their kit. The types of pictures
we can take underwater are limited by the physics of shooting in a
murky, particle filled, predominantly blue environment, and we
need certain kit for certain shots. The intelligent measurbators
would be better off drooling over lenses, strobes or decent strobe
arms rather than megapixels. It is certainly true that too much
measurbating can make you blind to photography.

My final point is much more encouraging. Put simply, the correct
underwater photographic technique is far more important for
getting good images than having the latest and greatest camera. I
think that we can all fall into the trap of chasing the latest and
greatest camera, when a look at our own technique and approach
is probably a faster (and cheaper) way to improve our image quality.
My advice to any new-to-digital photographer is don’t get too
worried about when to jump to a new camera. Just buy a camera
you like and can get housed, get it underwater and shoot, learn
and improve. I can promise you it is much more fun than sitting on
the fence, worrying and waiting for the next upgrade.



Splash-in 2006 ‘on the day’ review
by Brian Pitkin, Gill McDonald, Martha Tressler

This year’s event took place on a bright Saturday 1 July at the
Mount Batten Centre, Plymouth. All underwater photographers were
invited to participate by entering prints taken prior to the event
and slides and digital images taken ‘on the day’ in local waters to
compete for trophies, fantastic prizes and personal awards.

A total of 134 prints were submitted in advance in the British (56)
and Open (78) categories and we were very proud to display these
in a running exhibition at the National Marine Aquarium, Plymouth
from 10 June to 14 July. Up until 30 June, the public were invited
to submit a vote for their favourite image in each category. The
prints were also displayed and voted for at the Mount Batten Cen-
tre, Plymouth on the day.

Gill McDonald and her team of helpers set up in the Mount Batten
bar (where else) on Friday night and accepted entries from 42
eager participants. After registering digital entries or collecting
films, the photographers headed off for a good night’s sleep ready
to embark the next morning to compete for some brilliant prizes.

After a rewarding day’s diving and snapping, the tired but happy
photographers returned to hand in their films or ‘de-register’ their
digital entries. A busy few hours began with Brian Pitkin speeding
off San Francisco road chase style to deliver the films for process-
ing. Meanwhile Gill McDonald, Jan Maloney, Lesley Maw, Mary Doeg
and Bob Soames applied velcro, lighting and creative design to the
print display (kindly supervised by Colin Doeg who kept standing on
alarmingly unstable chairs to direct proceedings). Digital photogra-
phers were seen lurking in corners, staring intently at their laptops
and muttering technical mantras. England fell grimly out of the
World Cup, the barbeque was eaten, the film photographers mut-
tered their turn as they wandered around wielding scissors,
lightboxes and bewildered ‘which one shall I enter’ expressions.
Then the evening proceedings began in earnest.
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Standing in for Tony Backhurst, Colin Doeg introduced his fellow
judges Kelvin Boot, Director of the National Marine Aquarium
(www.national-aquarium.co.uk) and John Boyle, freelance
videographer (www.sharkbayfilms.com). Judging ‘blind’ throughout
the evening the panel chose their overall best shot of the day
unaware of the entrants’ identities. After shortlisting three excellent
images from Dave Peake, Jan Davies and Alan James, finally Alan
James’s beautiful shot of a lobster was judged the overall winner
and he proudly received the grand prize of a week liveaboard holiday
in the Red Sea generously donated by Tony Backhurst Scuba
(www.scuba.co.uk). The audience voted on the other categories
and after another hectic session from a band of volunteers counting
the votes, the Grand Trophy and prize were presented by Colin
Doeg and all other trophies and prizes were awarded by the Society’s
President and MC, Brian Pitkin.

BSoUP thanks Tony Backhurst Scuba, the National Marine Aquarium,
Canon UK, Ocean Optics Ltd, Cameras Underwater, Alan James
Photography, Martin Edge Underwater Photography, Dive Magazine,
A P Valves, Sea & Sea, Ultimate Sports, Greenaway Marine and the
Image Centre for sponsorship and prizes.

BSoUP also thanks everyone who helped to make the event such an
enjoyable experience. First and foremost Gill McDonald, without
whom the event would not be the huge success it is. Gill was helped
considerably by JP Trenque (all things digital for several frantic
hours), Jan Maloney, Linda and Brian Pitkin, Lesley Maw, Jane Morgan
and Martin Davies. We also thank Gill for receiving and handling all
134 print entries, Gill, Anthony Holley, Jane Morgan, JP Trenque
and Martha Tressler who gave up a long Saturday to prepare the
prints for display, Anthony and Martha for setting up the display in
Plymouth and Dave Peake (our ‘man in Plymouth’) for keeping an
eye on things throughout the exhibition and taking it all down at
the end. Special thanks to the Aquarium staff in particular Emma
Knapman.

The day was hugely enjoyable and a great success, here’s to next
year being even better – reserve the day in your diary for Saturday
7 July 2007.



Splash-in 2006 results

‘On the day’ competition
Film wide-angle – Greenaway Marine Trophy + Sea & Sea YS25 Strobe
1st Martin Davies – diver in wreck
2nd Peter Ladell – wreck interior
3rd Martin Davies – diver and wreck

Film close-up – BSoUP Trophy, £100 + year’s sub. to Dive Magazine
1st Jan Maloney – great scallop
2nd Lesley Maw – tompot blenny
3rd Tom Cowan - cuttlefish

Digital wide-angle – Trophy + £125 voucher for Alan James Photography
1st Trevor Rees – ascending anchor line
2nd Tony Baskeyfield – spider crab
3rd Jan Davies – starfish on sponge

Digital close-up – Image Centre Trophy + a day’s tuition from Martin Edge
1st Alan James - lobster
2nd Jan Davies - flatworm
3rd Alan James – corkwing wrasse

Creative/ humour - AP Valves Trophy + an AP Valves Buddy jacket
1st Tony Baskeyfield – cat in a fishbowl

Print competition
British – Ocean Optics Trophy, £250 voucher for Ocean Optics + a year’s fam-
ily membership to the National Marine Aquarium in Plymouth
1st Simon Brown – duck diving
2nd Len Deeley – grey seal
3rd Alan James – grey seal

Overseas - Alan James Photography Print Trophy, £250 voucher for Cameras
Underwater + a year’s family membership to the National Marine Aquarium in
Plymouth
1st Charles Hood – hawksbill turtle
2nd Kevin Cullimore - grouper
3rd Alex Mustard – stingrays

Grand Prize for the best image taken ‘on the day’
Grand Trophy + one week’s liveaboard holiday in the Red Sea donated by Tony
Backhurst Scuba – to Alan James for his lovely lobster shot

All runners up (except creative/humour) won the ‘Art of Diving’ or ‘Dive the
Ultimate Guide’ books donated by Ultimate Sports.
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My Splash-in 2006 by Tony Baskeyfield

Day 1 – Aboard the Pamela Anne with skipper Alan Lane
The day began with good humour amongst the crew and guests
with me winning an easy £8 million on a bet that Pedro would be
last on board. It was great to see a friendly and competitive atmos-
phere amongst everyone. With excellent conditions and light winds
the Pamela Anne slipped her moorings and headed for the James
Eagan Layne and with the sun shining, the visibility on the wreck
was a stunning 12-15m.

Dive 1 Pete Ladell experimented inside the covered hold, shooting
with a 16mm lens to get atmospheric images of the light as it
filtered through the ship’s structure. He shot 6 frames with flash
but his 7th shot, with no strobe, was exquisitely moody and beauti-
fully saturated and bagged him runner-up in the wide-angle film
category. Pedro lent me his 10.5mm fisheye for the shot that won
me runner-up in the wide-angle digital category.

Inside the wreck, Pete Tatton was busily shooting wide-angle black
and white and produced some lovely, creatively arty images. Mean-
while, Ben Vieyra was working hard shooting the inside of the wreck
with his compact digital camera. This was Ben’s first Splash-in and
he gave a good account of himself with the high standard of his
entries.

Dive 2 Lesley Maw, with her Nexus housed Nikon F90x and Nikon
105mm, found a very obliging Tompot Blenny and shot around 20
frames. Back on the boat she smiled reservedly and muttered qui-
etly that she may have ‘got’ something, however she thought maybe
it was time to buy an additional flash. Her gorgeous shot won
runner-up in the film close-up section and turned out to be per-
fectly lit. I personally think another flash would have spoilt the
image which had a great combination of winning elements, espe-
cially the strong one sided lighting. It proves the point that you
don’t need two flashguns and one used well can be enough.



Equally cagey with my intriguing goldfish bowl and cardboard cat
cutout, I descended to a quiet location on the shingle and set up
my shot. Placing the cardboard inside the goldfish bowl, I added
some gravel from the seabed to give a paradoxical image of a cat
inside a goldfish bowl with a fish looking on. I was delighted to win
the creative/ humour category with this shot. We returned to
Mount Batten in plenty of time for handing films in and registering
digital cards and prepared for a great evening of entertainment,
voting and prize-giving.

Day 2
I lost my £8 million winnings by being last on board, mugging myself
in a last minute dash for my regulator. It was a close-up of jewel
anemones that Lesley Maw was after and this time the Pamela
Anne headed for the Eddystone Lighthouse. En-route, Peter Tatton
had to perform some dramatic minor surgery on me when I got a
large fish hook embedded in my arm. Ably aided by ‘nurse’ Pete
Ladell, who offered some interesting makeshift surgical instruments,
PT skilfully removed the hook with a rusty filleting knife, teaspoon
and a pair of pliers.

In lovely conditions we dived the west side of Eddystone in the lee
of the oncoming tide. Once ensconced in her position on the reef,
Lesley fiercely defended her patch, repelling all attempts from
other photographers to take shots of ‘her jewels’. After our 2nd

dive at the Mewstones Pedro enthused about his experience with a
thornback ray that posed for him from every angle. We then
returned to Mount Batten after a great weekend of diving,
photography and Splash-in pursuits.

Calibration by Martha Tressler

We had the BSoUP digital projector calibrated in June. What does
this mean? It means the images projected will handle colour in a
predictable way. The purpose of colour management is to match
colours shown on a computer monitor to those projected by a
digital projector (and to those printed). In this case, we are dealing
with the first combination.
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In laymans terms (and I am very much a layman here) the profiling
process uses a ‘gadget’ to measure the colours the projector is
projecting, or for a monitor, what shows on the screen, and
compares this to a ‘standard’ set of colours. If the two don’t
match, it writes a programme to change the colours projected/
shown so it does match. So, our BSoUP projected images should
now be the same as you see on your monitor at home. If, that is,
your monitor has been calibrated!

And that brings me to the next point, calibration of computer
monitors. First, I should say that if you are happy with your monitor
and aren’t aware of any significant difference when your images
are projected at BSoUP meetings, you may not need to bother
with calibrating it.  But, if you are unsure about the colours you
see on your monitor, or are aware of noticeable differences on
projection or seeing your images on other peoples’ monitors, you
should definitely be considering calibration. Colour management
purists will tell you that all monitors should be calibrated.

It needn’t be expensive or difficult to do. The ‘gadget’ for monitor
calibration recommended by Tony Riley, who calibrated our projector
(something which needs a very expensive piece of kit so needs to
be done professionally), is the GretagMacbeth Eye One. It costs
about £160. But it’s not expensive she said! And here is why –
monitors need regular calibration as they change over time, this
means every 4 - 8 weeks. So, form a cartel. Find 3 or 4 friends
who live in the same general area and buy one between you. There
are cheaper gadgets out there but I have been warned against
them, better to find a few friends and go for quality.

Please feel free to ask if you are still unsure, or if you are looking
for people in your area to share the cost of an Eye One. The new
forum on our website is a good place to start. If you are having
colour issues with your printing that is another type of calibration
and one option is Tony Riley’s service at www.imageplace.co.uk
You still need to calibrate your monitor but he encourages DIY for
that and can then offer a printing calibration service via post and
email. Good luck!
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  £1599!
 Aluminium housings have 

long been the choice of 

professionals for protecting 

their expensive cameras. But 

they’ve always been costly. Now Ocean Optics brings you a stunning 

deal that means you can have a professional level system housing 

from Nexus for the same price as a plastic case.

  Nexus are one of the most respected leaders in 

underwater housing design. They also provide the best thought 

out port system for the extreme macro photographer and some 

outstanding optics for the wide angle specialist. 

 If you thought that you could only afford an ordinary housing 

for your precious D70, think again!

 Nexus D70 Housing - The Best Value 

Aluminium Housing for Your Nikon. 

www.oceanoptics.co.uk                       optics@oceanoptics.co.uk
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Yellow-black Triplefin

Jock Stewart at Dusky Sound
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on page 21
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Building a photography website by Jeremy Cuff
Part 1 - why the web?

These days the whole planet seems to be getting itself online.
Many photographers and photojournalists, both professional and
amateur have already made the leap and many more are
considering it. Those who’ve been online for a while may well
have considered or implemented a redesign of their site - ideas
age quickly on the internet. In this, the first of a series of short
articles, we discuss the building blocks of developing and
maintaining a web presence:

Any photographer or photojournalist who is serious about what he
or she is doing probably needs a website. A look on the ‘members
sites’ section of the BSoUP website links page suggests that many
underwater photographers have already reached that conclusion.
The internet is vast. So much is already there. Much more is yet to
come. We depend on it, shop on it, run our businesses on it, seek
entertainment from it and do our research on it. It panders to all
tastes, no matter how mainstream or obscure.

If you’re a business, a web address can often be as important as a
telephone number. It’s a mirror of society itself. Good
neighbourhoods, bad neighbourhoods. Tidy houses, untidy houses.
Well kept gardens, overgrown gardens. Good taste, bad taste. In a
sense, the internet is ‘alive’ - a living, breathing, evolving entity,
developing in harmony with an individual’s own progress and growth,
and that of society in general.

Unlike say newspapers, websites inhabit ‘real-time’ – changing,
building and improving at the whims of the owner. They can be
updated monthly, weekly, daily, hourly or at whatever interval is
deemed suitable. A good website inspires confidence. It’s a first
impression, and first impressions count. And rightly or wrongly, it
says something about the person or persons behind the site.
Remember, in this networked age, a website is often the first
thing that anyone will see about an individual or company. So it has
to be good, right?
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But what constitutes a good website? It’s an obvious question, but
wherever there is subjectivity, simplistic catch-all answers do not
provide the solution.

I think it’s more useful to alert the prospective photographer wishing
to get online or improve their existing web presence to some of
the common pitfalls and decisions that may be encountered. So
hopefully, in this series of articles, I can assist by posing relevant
questions and scenarios that will need consideration.

A web presence is an opportunity to showcase your work to anybody
who might be interested, anywhere. It’s a chance to get your
point across and to share your work with others. As a global media,
there are potentially a lot of lookers. Of course, with so much out
there online, you still have to be found, but that’s for another
article.

Ask yourself which websites you find easy to use and inspiring, and
replicate it on your own. Ask yourself what you find inherently
attractive and off-putting about different websites – and therein
might lie the answer to your own direction. Web design is not a
rigid, one dimensional pursuit – there are infinite possibilities.

But, for all the blue sky thinking and creativity that you may wish
to unleash, I think there are some rules of thumb that are crucial
to a satisfactory end result. Practicality is massively important, as
a web surfer’s patience has been proven to be extremely short in
numerous studies.

Although the advent of broadband has alleviated some of the modem
related download problems, it is best to avoid ‘flash’ animation
extravaganzas that were common during the ‘first wave’ of
websites, which often prevent easy access to the areas of interest.
It’s essential to let people get to the bit they’re interested in
quickly or they might give up.

Web design is a fast moving show and sites that looked good three
or four years ago can look horribly dated today. For example, huge
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Splash-in ‘On the day’

1st film wide-angle
Martin Davies

2nd film wide-angle
Peter Ladell

1st film close-up
Jan Maloney

2nd film close-up
Lesley Maw

3rd film close-up
Tom Cowan

1st digital wide-angle
Trevor Rees

2nd digital close-up
Jan Davies

2nd digital wide-angle
Tony Baskeyfield

3rd digital close-up
Alan James1st digital close-up and

grand prize winner
Alan James

3rd digital wide-angle
Jan Davies

1st creative/ humour
Tony Baskeyfield

3rd film wide-angle
Martin Davies
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amateurish looking text hasn’t stood the test of time and creates
the impression of being archaic and out of date. Web surfers these
days expect well presented and informative sites with simple, easy
to use navigation. If a site is anything less, they’ll most likely be
unimpressed and look elsewhere.

Another example of online faux pas are sites that won’t fit onto a
standard screen – irritating to the user and giving the impression
that little thought has gone into it. Out of date information is also
guaranteed to send the web surfer looking for something better.
Other internet gaffes include sites that open screen on top of screen
– are you still on the same website and how do you get back to the
homepage? You’ll doubtless have some of your own internet irrita-
tions if you regularly use the web - if you have, avoid putting them
into your own site.

But do you need your own website? Only you can answer that
question. Personally, I see more reasons for it than against, but
that’s just me. Think about it - it’s available 24/7. It never closes.
It’s always there. It’s accessible to the world.

In the next edition, we’ll look at getting the ball rolling - choosing
content, selecting and working with a designer, site functionality
and forward planning.

Jeremy Cuff is an underwater photographer and photojournalist
based in Warminster in Wiltshire. To see some of his and his wife
Amanda’s work, please visit www.ja-universe.com
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Even the kelp was special as it glowed and shimmered in the sunlight.
Moving through it was like opening a window onto a different,
more magical, world. The swim round Ngoio Rock was also
memorable, the vistas so awesome that I forgot all about my camera.
Sometimes you just want to enjoy the view (particularly when
you’ve got the wrong lens). But, it was on the very last dive that
we really appreciated the Poor Knights reputation. The weather
eased enough for us to go south to the Pinnacles and dive Cathedral
Cave. The cave cuts deep into the island and the walls on either
side plummet to the depths. In spite of rather milky visibility, the
views were just stunning. Every inch of rock, every crevice, nook
and cranny was vibrant with life. Hanging at 20m, we drifted along
the west wall into the darkest recesses before gliding out on the
east wall and rounding the corner to finish in a kelp forest surrounded
by fish. Wow! Amazing stuff, but that was the Poor Knights, and
next morning we were off to our next destination.

Lying to the southeast of Auckland, off the Coromandel Peninsula,
the Aldermen Islands were a stark contrast. Remnants of a volcanic
rim, the islands are all spiky (the Poor Knights are more rounded)
and very dramatic. Reaching them was equally exciting as the launch
point is next to a surf beach. However, our skipper had done this
all before and our little steel dive boat was built to cut straight
through the waves. He had us through the surf in a jiffy. Conditions
were a bit sloppy when we arrived but we managed to get in a
couple of very fine dives. Less spectacular underwater than the
Poor Knights, we still really enjoyed our visit and would have liked
to spend longer there (a recurring theme throughout the trip).
But, South Island beckoned and we had planes to catch.

A whirlwind tour of the other ‘down-under’ part 2
by Jane Burnett

We rejoin Jane on her antipodean odyssey of discovery as she continues her
diving adventure round New Zealand. Last issue, we left Jane contemplating
the exquisite ‘Meditation’ and ‘Magic’ walls in the famous Poor Knights is-
lands 24km off the northeast coast:
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At Bluff Harbour at the southern end of South Island we boarded
our home for the next 8 days. ‘Breaksea Girl’, a 65’ Motor Sailing
Yacht, was designed as a charter vessel with room for 12 passen-
gers plus crew. She is superbly equipped and extremely comfort-
able. Lance Shaw, the skipper/owner, runs ‘Fiordland Ecology Holi-
days’ with his wife, Ruth. They specialise in natural history cruises
with minimum environmental impact promising ‘an unforgettable
experience where you will become involved with nature’ and they
mean what they say.

But before heading for Fiordland we wanted to dive Stewart Island.
The 32km-wide Foveaux Strait separating it from the mainland
can be wild and after waiting for calmer weather we emerged
from our bunks in Paterson Inlet for breakfast. Stewart Island is
unspoilt and bush-clad with the tiny population of Oban, its only
settlement, surviving on tourism and fishing. Home to a variety of
native birds it is one of the few places where the endangered kiwi
and kakapo (the world’s only flightless parrot) still survive in the
wild. Both species are nocturnal and protected so we didn’t see
either, but we did encounter the flightless weka as well as bellbirds
and black NZ robins.

Underwater, Stewart Island was fascinating. We dived in the marine
reserve around Ulva Island. It is distinctly different from North
Island both in water temperature (at 14C it was time to put our
gloves on) and habitat and species. Somewhat reminiscent of British
diving yet at the same time quite different. The first character we
encountered was the blue cod, extremely blue but not actually a
cod. As soon as we arrived, hovering above the seabed, these
delightful fish gathered round to greet us. Propped up on their
pelvic fins, they observed us with curious eyes. “What are you?
Where do you come from?” their expressions seemed to say. After
having its photo taken, each fish would shuffle aside so that the
next one could take its turn. (Later, in Te Anau, Geoff ate one for
supper – how could he?!!).

Not all the natives were quite as gentle. Initially, we were delighted
to find ourselves the centre of attention of a sea lion. On the
morning dive it was not too boisterous and we were thrilled by its
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speed and grace as it swept past. Walking on Ulva’s beach after
lunch we came across our new friend - a rather large, young adult
male, sound asleep and looking as if butter wouldn’t melt in his
mouth. Obviously feeling lonely, he thought we would make an
ideal harem. As we entered the water for the afternoon’s dive, so
did he – and this time he was less shy. A nudge from such a power-
ful animal, even playfully, can be alarming and we were all glad to
escape his attentions by the end of the dive.

Next morning after diving Lance asked us to secure all the dive
gear on deck as we were going to sea. The weather was closing in
again and, if we were to keep to schedule, we had to embark for
the mainland. It was some crossing. We left Oban about 2pm and,
with wind and tide against us, didn’t reach safe anchorage in
Preservation Inlet until 4.30am next morning. We let the exhausted
crew have a lie-in.

Fiordland National Park is a stunning wilderness. Situated in the
southwest of the South Island it is vast, remote and uninhabited.
The mountain slopes are covered in dense rainforest. It rains here
about 200 days a year ensuring the lush growth of beeches,
podocarps (native hardwoods including rimu), tree ferns, mosses
and lichens. The coastline is deeply indented and the steep-sided
mountains continue to plunge down underwater, forming fiords
that can reach depths over 400m.

The rain run-off forms a sheet of freshwater several metres deep
atop the denser seawater. This tea-coloured layer, together with
the mountain shadows, darkens the water and tricks many deep
dwelling species into thinking that they are at about 45m when
they are really only at 15m or so. The diving is, therefore, quite
unique. Where else can you see deep-water black coral trees, reputed
to be over 300 years old, at 15-20m? Some can even be found as
shallow as 4-5m. Each tree has at least one snakestar (a type of
brittlestar) wrapped round its branches. This symbiotic relationship
provides the snakestar with titbits of food and a safe lodging. The
quid pro quo for the black coral is that it is kept healthy and free
from falling debris that could smother the colony by the sweeping
movements of the snakestars’ arms when feeding.



Black coral is eerily white; it is the black inner skeleton that earns
it its name and from which jewellery is made. It is an endangered
species and in NZ protected by legislation. Preservation Inlet is one
of the most southerly fiords and is rarely dived due to the difficulties
in getting there. But it is worth the trip and boasts the best site to
see black coral, at Awash Rock, and what a sight it is!

It was also at Awash Rock that I first came across another of New
Zealand’s fishy characters. The sea perch’s local name is, rather
mysteriously, ‘Jock Stewart’. Why? Who was Jock? I’ve been unable
to find out. Should anyone be able to shed any light I’d be most
grateful. He’s a rather serious wee soul; you could perhaps describe
him as grumpy (a definite Scottish trait there then). He watches
your every move and glares at you hoping you will leave him in
peace (to allay fears of racism I thought it worth noting Jane is
Scottish! – ed).

Other deep dwelling species include 5 species of sea pen, various
types of corals including the spectacular, photogenic, red coral,
strawberry-coloured holothurians (sea cucumbers), numerous
hydroids, anemones, and zooanthids. The water is dark enough to
make seaweeds relatively uncommon but the clarity is superb.

Fiordland is considered to be about the best place on the planet to
see brachiopods. 600 million years ago these bivalves dominated
the sea but most species were wiped out at the same time as the
dinosaurs. Today, they are mainly known from their fossils.  However,
in Fiordland and Stewart Island, they can still be seen in all their
glory. They cover many of the cliff-faces and induce a weird
sensation as you pass over them. All the shells snap shut as they
detect your presence. It’s as if the rocks move and very unsettling
when it first happens. They may not look like much but they were
a reminder to us that we were diving in a very ancient location.
Fortunately for the brachiopod, it tastes foul so attracts no
commercial interest.

Join Jane next issue as she enjoys the final part of her adventure in the
awesome beauty of New Zealand’s Fiordland and beyond.
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Monthly meeting reports by Andy Clark, Alison Mayor

An evening with Helmut Debelius - March 15 by Andy Clark

If you were asked to create a world record what would it be? If you
were asked to illustrate your passion and combine the two how you
would do it? Helmut Debelius asked himself similar questions and a
year after his answer he had produced a creation so extensive your
bookshelf may very well need reinforcing – it weighs 3kg! The
‘World Atlas of Marine Fishes’ (Helmut Debelius/Rudi H. Kuiter) is
probably the most comprehensive bound reference to fish species
in existence containing 6,200 photographs of the 4,200 specie
within.  It is truly a masterpiece and presents incredible images of
fish specie, many of which I have never seen before, together with
all accompanying analytical information without the scientific speak!

Helmut told us the work is ‘intended to include all fish encountered
by snorkellers and divers,’ and is also meant to be ‘a proper fish
identification’ atlas that anyone can follow. ‘It is science made
simple’ he declared! Name, distribution, location and image, that’s
all you need. But it’s been no breeze in its creation, indeed from
the moment of conception this idea became an arduous (at times)
battle to collate and compile a life’s work and nothing short of an
incredible feat to have it all turned around in a year. But truthfully,
on asking Helmut about the task he smiled and confirmed what we
all suspected – ‘it’s been a labour of love, without the labour!’.

Amongst the incredible array of images Helmut spoke of his passion
for sharks and led us gently into the 500 shark specie chapter (30
families) identified in the book. He described his research and
observations, the trials and tribulations of compiling such a
mammoth work. Rewarding but occasionally frustrating, Helmut
mused at his recollection of spending two very cold weeks in Alaska
trying to obtain images of the sleeper shark. And he smiled wryly
at the account of his ten year search for the thresher shark before
finally setting eyes on one in the Red Sea! And that is how the book
continues. With amazing images and insights into the different
specie and the amusing accounts of the endeavours behind each,
Helmut smiled throughout!
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I saw dedication, commitment and passion in this amazing man.
Diving since the age of 25 he has proved himself a devoted marine
naturalist (several species of fish and crustaceans are named after
him), an amazing diver and an enthusiastic photographer whose
goal is to produce illustrative guides for others who share his passion
for the underwater world and who want to learn something about
the life there. Indeed, since plunging beneath the waves, Helmut
has produced an impressive 21 marine books including 13 volumes
of the well known IKAN Marine Guides.

So is the publication of the ‘World Atlas of Marine Fishes’ the grand
finale to Helmut’s diving life? Possibly, but I suspect not! But to
avoid disappointment, leave a little space on your (reinforced) book
shelves, just in case!

The annual Theme Portfolio competition was keenly fought for the
BSoUP Theme Portfolio Trophy and a cheque for £100 donated by
Ultimate Sports.

Winner was BSoUP’s own Alex Mustard with his stunning ‘Circles in
the Sea’. A delighted Alex admits “I discovered I had won the
competition while in the Bahamas - as poor weather forced us to
shelter for a night in a marina on Grand Bahama where there was
free Wi-Fi! The theme was borrowed from a similar portfolio of
Linda Dunk’s which won this trophy a few years ago. The portfolio
was assembled in a bit of a rush the night before boarding the Jim
Abernethy’s Shear Water for a shark safari in the Bahamas.”

Runner up was Jane Morgan with her lovely ‘Sealed with a kiss’
ensemble of grey seals. Jane says “I had the immense pleasure of
diving with seals for the first time in 2005 and I must say it’s
possibly the most fun I’ve had underwater. I had a week in Lundy
and one in the Farnes, and both trips allowed close up encounters
with these wonderful creatures.” Third place went to Anthony Holley
for ‘Cuddles’, a charming collection of friendly nudibranch pairs.
“Finding and photographing nudibranchs is my main interest when
diving these days, but these pictures are spread over eleven years
of extensive diving throughout Indonesia” Anthony explains.

Annual Theme Portfolio competition
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Photography in the Red Sea - Jane Morgan
April 19 by Andy Clark
www.morganreefphotography.com

Despite civil unrest Jane Morgan, armed with her D70, Sea & Sea
housing and twin YS90 strobes braved uncertainty to report on the
diving opportunities in the Gulf of Aqaba. Jordan’s volatile history
has tainted its potential for safe travel and diving, but Jane’s
report painted a much brighter future for the region and good
prospects of diving there.

TABA is commonly known as ‘the frog fish capital’ and for many of
us the prospect of diving with and photographing these fascinating
creatures would add extra excitement to any trip. Jane was in her
element (Jane’s favourite subjects-frog fish!) when on the very
first dive she was rewarded with photo-opportunities with a green
frog fish, and she happily reported on more encounters on shore
dives. ‘This is easy diving’ Jane announced, ‘you have time in the
(typically) 8 or 10 metres from the shore’. More ‘easy’ diving
offered more encounters and Jane saw beautiful anemones, shrimp,
sea horses, sea wasps, lion fish, stonefish, glass fish and apparently
more peppered morays than you could shake a stick at! At one site
Jane counted eight or ten amongst black coral. Summary - good
for macro, frog fish & accessibility (flights etc); downside - no
night diving and all diving must be with a guide.

AQABA’s short coastline is dominated by industry and diving
opportunities look unlikely from the surface. But, it is astounding
once beneath the waves. Marine life is plentiful and the artificial
reef (Cedar Pride) is ‘absolutely smothered’. In addition to yellow
box fish, toad fish, yellow mouthed morays and Spanish dancers
(to name a few), Aqaba offers the wreck Talyong at 57m or equally
rewarding shallower dives on ‘the tank’. Summary - good for macro,
wide-angle and night dives; downside – accessibility (flights etc).

NUWEIBA offers further opportunity to enjoy ‘easy’ diving. Indeed,
rumour has it our very own Alan James spent a whole week
photographing under the jetty – exceptional diving through the day
and equally gratifying in the dark hours when scores of lion fish
feed upon the smaller fish attracted by the jetty lights.
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Additionally, ‘house reef’ offers marine life in abundance where
cleaning stations are numerous, moray are ‘absolutely everywhere’
and any creature that can ‘mimic’ another does so!  Sightings
range from nudibranch to whale shark and offer the unusual sightings
of star gazers, guitar sharks, crocodile snake eels and marble shrimp.
Summary - good for macro, wide-angle and ‘fantastic’ night dives;
downside - long transfers.

Wow! Well if that hasn’t whet your appetite I don’t know what
will! Jane advises booking for either December or January for the
best diving. Mmmm…Aqaba for Christmas and New Year? What
better way to end one year and start another!!

‘Focus on’ competition – ‘Fish’

April’s focus on ‘Fish’ theme attracted 39 entries for audience
scrutiny and judgement, and all maintained the impact and ‘wow!’
factor that BSoUP audiences have become accustomed to. Combining
talent, technology and travel opportunities you provided serenity
and spectacle from around the world. Sharing 3rd place with 23
points – JP Trenque and Nicky Parslow offered cheeky images of a
puffer fish and tompot blenny. Just 4 higher with 27 points Jane
Morgan held the limelight with her punchy anthea. But, this months
winner with 33 points was Tony Baskeyfield with a striking and
beautifully lit image of a bumphead wrasse from the Great Barrier
Reef.  Congratulations!

The colourful world beneath the pack-ice and waves of the
Archipelago Sea – Jukka Nurminen

Jukka Nuriminen spent 2 weeks diving in Thailand at the age of 12
and after borrowing his father’s Nik V on a later trip to Egypt the
combination of the two new wonderful experiences sowed a seed
grown so big that Jukka has travelled the world with his father and
devoted so much of that time to diving, his photographic talent
has been reported on and featured in countless presentations and
publications.

But, despite his overseas experiences, Jukka wanted to concentrate
his diving and photography a little closer to home.
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Jukka wanted to record and illustrate to the Finnish people just
how beautiful diving beneath the Baltic Sea is.

Second in size only to the Black Sea, the Baltic Sea averages 60m
depth and is said to change in its entirety every thirty years. Despite
popular misconception, the Baltic Sea is anything but ‘dull’. Indeed,
after Jukka’s images were published, many Finnish divers didn’t
believe they were a true illustration of Baltic Sea diving. ‘The Finnish
people still don’t believe it!’ Jukka declared, ‘they describe it as
‘on land’ underwater scenery’. It’s a fair description – the gentle
undulations and irregular clumps and patches of vibrant emerald
and lime greens paint a picture not dissimilar to what you’d expect
to see on some Finnish hillside where the myriads of marine life
assume the appearance of bees, butterflies and insects scatting
from plant to plant. It really is quite amazing!

Jukka’s images are beautifully simplistic. He showed the diversity
of this underwater haven with colourful algae and weeds, tiny marine
life, shrimp, caddis fly larvae, pipefish, nudibranchs and thousands
of isopods that often became a ‘nuisance’. ‘They were in every
shot!’. He laughed and joked about leaving them in the images. ‘I
don’t do Photoshop!’

But, there was another message that Jukka wanted to pass on
through the wonderful imagery - that of the impact of man on the
Baltic Sea. Jukka is very worried that the increasing pollution is
killing off many of the sites he photographed. Marine life and
plants are starved of oxygen and the whole seascape turns desolate
and barren, just the way many Finnish divers already envisage it.
Indeed, in some parts, the algae present in the water is so prevalent
and toxic it can penetrate human skin making diving extremely
hazardous. It’s a similar message the world over, but when on your
doorstep it somehow becomes understandably personal.

On a brighter note, but definitely not warmer, Jukka finished the
evening beneath the pack-ice of the Archipelago Sea and offered
more visual wonder. Here, having travelled 9km off-shore only to
have to cut a hole in the ice 70cm thick, Jukka braved the freezing
temperatures, donned a 150m lifeline and was just absolutely
‘mesmerised by shape, form, colour, pattern and texture’.



So vibrant were the colours that Jukka described the whole
experience ‘like diving under the Northern lights!’.

Still favouring the Nik V, Provia 100F and the absence of Photoshop,
Jukka’s images are beautifully vibrant and paint a wonderful picture
of diving the Baltic Sea and the opportunities beneath the pack ice
of the Gulf of Bothnia. Let’s all hope the messages he shared with
BSoUP reach a wider audience and go some way to addressing his
concerns about pollution and the environment he is so fond of.

An evening with Martin Edge - May 17
www.edgeunderwaterphotography.co.uk

Apologies for the brevity of this piece, we are in great need of volunteers to
write-up meetings and get published in this magazine, please call me! ed

An evening with Martin Edge always draws the crowds and this
month was no exception as he addressed the subject of
‘Accessibility’. In the ‘80’s Martin used to travel to BSoUP from
Dorset every month. Thirsty for knowledge, he grilled the rich
source of experience at the meetings for hours on end, always
questioning and learning. Much of this knowledge is still hugely
relevant today and tonight Martin brought us back to basics.

Diving along with their shiny new cameras, beginners tend to shoot
anything that moves, they will shoot down onto the reef, spot
something in the blue and take that then look back down when it is
gone. When they review their pictures they spot one they are
delighted with, the others are…well, disposable. What they often
fail to realise is that the good one is the only one they shot upwards.
Often the best shots are bagged while ascending the line because
the eyes and camera are pointing up. In his excellent and hugely
popular weekend courses in Bournemouth Martin encourages pupils
to only shoot up in the pool and get used to the sensation. It is
much harder to hold a camera steady underwater when pointing
upwards.

Martin went on to discuss shooting subjects situated low down and
exceptions to shooting down such as wrecks, creatures with features
on top like the blue spotted sting ray and crabs and turtles.
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This was Steve’s first talk at BSoUP since he joined 3 years ago.
Steve was first published in the UK in 1997 by Dive magazine’s
predecessor Dive International, and he is most active in the European
magazines, being a regular contributor to Europe’s highest circulating
underwater publication - Germany’s “Tauchen”.

The talk began by looking at the reasons why we shoot wide-angle
and some of the common lens choices, backed up by some stunning
imagery taken during Steve’s many travels. Steve then discussed
the theory behind dome ports and some of the common problems
encountered with them - particularly defocused edges on your shots
and the need for using the correct port extensions with your choice
of lens if you want to manage this problem. Next, underwater
lighting was on the agenda, Steve highlighting his preference for
high powered strobes with fast recycle times – essential for shooting
big animals if you don’t want to miss out on the action.

The talk then moved on to working with natural light, an area he
clearly enjoys  – Steve has been putting Peter and Alex’s Magic
Filters to good use! Steve wrapped up by looking at various techniques
and their applications, such as balanced lighting, close focus wide-
angle, and using wide-angle lenses for fish portraiture.  Here he
highlighted that wide-angle lenses aren’t just for seascapes but if
you can get close enough to a subject they can yield excellent
results and a completely different perspective to traditional portrait
lenses.

Wide-angle photography by Steve Jones - June 14
www.millionfish.com

Focus on results:

May 17 – Macro June 14 – British waters
1st - Pedro Vieyra - 45 pts. 1st - Gavin Parsons – 45 pts.
2nd - Jane Morgan - 43 pts. 2nd - Anthony Holley – 31 pts.
3rd - Tony Baskeyfield - 40 pts. 3rd - Jane Morgan – 25 pts.

July 19 – Wide-angle
1st - J P Trenque - 51 pts.
2nd - Steve Jones - 47 pts.
3rd - Anita Marshall - 42 pts.
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An evening with Peter Scoones – July 19 by Alison Mayor

Co-founding BSoUP member Peter Scoones captivated a packed BSoUP
audience with tales of his many experiences whilst working for the
BBC on numerous award winning natural history programmes.

Peter has always been at the forefront of technological advances in
filming underwater, and the techniques used to get the most true
to life behaviour of some of the most fascinating and beautiful
creatures on earth. Throughout Peter’s talk he showed film & TV
extracts and photographs in which he had captured some of his
favourite moments.

Peter began by recounting his first ventures in underwater video
broadcasting in 1987 when he built the first camera to be used in
an underwater outside broadcast from Eilat which later led to the
series ‘Sea Trek’. The early cameras were not recorders, just
camera heads supported/operated by 100m cables which made
filming and movement very limiting.

After further development, Peter created an independent camera,
nicknamed ‘the Dog’, which allowed greater freedom of move-
ment since the batteries were submerged along with the camera-
man.

Then came filming for another series ‘Life in the Freezer’ for
which smaller technology and remote working were required. Filming
of great white sharks without a cage to protect the cameraman
was possible by attaching a small camera head to a pole. These
were based on developments in cameras used in the medical world,
which produced high quality, continuous recording. The camcorder,
which allowed recording within the camera unit was used in filming
‘Wildlife on One’.

Work then started on designing the next camera for use in the
major BBC wildlife production ‘Blue Planet’. Peter changed the
casing to an aluminium design, with remote viewfinder and ballast
systems.

For the latest series ‘Planet Earth’ it was intended to film using
the new High Definition technology and Peter designed and made a
housing for the new cameras.
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The cameramen took rebreather courses in the Red Sea to enable
them to get closer to their subjects. However, the buoyancy control
techniques normally employed by open circuit scuba divers could
not be used with a rebreather, and many of the cameramen chose
not to use the rebreathers in the end.

Peter then showed a number of film extracts from the new series;
Sockeye Salmon being caught by Grizzly bears in Canada, cleverly
shot to appear as though there were huge numbers of salmon and
filmed using a remote camera so as not to get too close to the
bears. Giant 2m long Salamanders filmed in Japan, found in large
numbers in weirs but filmed to look as if they were in the more
natural mountain stream locations.

Macaque monkeys in Java provided a very entertaining demonstration
of underwater swimming, to pick up fallen fruit from the bottom
of streams and lakes. The youngsters really enjoyed ‘duck diving
for up to 30 seconds’ and could swim very well. To film this
astonishing behaviour the crew had to build a weir as the river had
vanished.

Then a film clip from Lake Malawi of cyclids being hunted by dolphin
fish.  The problems were a lack of fish and trying to film at night
when the dolphin fish were hunting using electrical signals. The clip
was very dramatic and showed what effective hunters the dolphin
fish are. Filming piranha in the murky waters of Brazil also provided
the extra challenge of cayman crocodiles! The team actually
discovered a new species in their attempt to find the elusive piranha.

The final extract from the series was of elephants in Africa, who
each year travel hundreds of miles across a large delta to reach
water. Their joyful playfulness and exuberant behaviour made filming
very tricky and dangerous in low vis conditions with such big
subjects.

Finally, Peter played a trailer for a new series called ‘Galapagos’
showing some of the huge variety of wildlife in beautiful and
dramatic settings. Swimming iguanas, sealions, frigate birds, turtles,
huge shoals of fish, rays, hammerhead sharks, tortoises, and much
more. Coming to a TV in your house soon, be sure to watch it!



‘Visions in the Sea’ 2006

Ocean Optics presents the 10th annual Visions in the Sea underwater
photography festival in London on November 4th and 5th, 2006.
Unique in the northern hemisphere, the event promises superb
images taken by successful and high-achieving photographers from
all over the world, together with talks designed to help all underwater
photographers capture their own stunning images.

This 10th anniversary festival includes speakers from Australia, Italy,
Greece, Ireland and the USA as well as the UK and include the much
acclaimed author/ photographer Michael Aw. Michael has more than
20,000 images published worldwide in a string of famous publications
together with a veritable treasure trove of more than 50 major
awards.

Visions also presents Amos Nachoum, who’s pioneering spirit has
brought him to the very edge of possible in his pursuit of
photographing the largest and often most dangerous of sea
creatures. A presentation by Amos Nachoum is an event.

Also appearing are Constantine Petrinos, author of the definitive
guide to the Lembeh Straits ‘Realm of the Pygmy Seahorse’, Andrea
and Antonella Ferrari co-authors of ‘Reef Life’ and an array of
superbly illustrated Malaysian dive guides and Gerald Rambert, based
in Mauritius and with several ‘Diver Magazine’ covers to his credit.

Among other speakers are no less than four well-known, highly
experienced and knowledgeable BSoUP members namely Alex
Mustard, Martin Edge, Peter Rowlands and Charles Hood.

Visions 2006 presenters will also offer one-to-one coaching for
delegates who bring their own images on laptops to the festival.

Don’t miss this fantastic, quality festival in the heart of London
this Autumn. For details go to www.oceanoptics.co.uk or call 020
7240 8193.
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Your Committee Needs You
 
Each year before the AGM in November we appeal for help on the
BSoUP Committee. We need both general committee members and
those happy to take on a specific role. Whether you are fairly new
to BSoUP and/or underwater photography or a more established
member we specifically want new ideas and new blood – and it’s a
great way to get involved in your Society.
 
The committee meets 7-8 times a year in London. The more meet-
ings you can attend the better, but you don’t have to make them
all and there are some tasks that can be done remotely so you can
still be involved and help from afar.
 
If you are interested please email me at martha@mtressler.com or
call me on 07764 603657 and we can chat about possibilities.
 
Many thanks, Martha Tressler (Chair)

Whale sharks in the Seychelles

BSoUP member Tony Baskeyfield invites you to join him on a unique
whale shark tagging trip to the Seychelles.  You swim with the
whale sharks in the afternoons, located from a microlight by David
Rowat one of the world’s leading experts, together with marine
biologists as they tag and document the world’s greatest fish. The
trip is in the height of the whale shark season and on last year’s
trip run by Alan James they experienced 40 of these magnificent
creatures. In the mornings you will dive one of the many beautiful
sites around Mahe.

Costs: for two sharing a sea view hotel room, bed & breakfast
including 6 dives and 4 whale shark encounters - direct flight from
Heathrow to Mahe. Cost per person 1,105 Euros (approx £766).

Dates: 1st-8th October 2006

Only two places left, contact Tony now on 01778 342842.
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BSoUP Branded Clothing
*** T-shirts – special price – £5 ***

In navy blue or white with a BSoUP label over the left breast.

We also have in navy blue:
Polo Shirts (run large) £15
Sweatshirts (run small) £17
Showerproof jackets, lined, with hood£24

These smart jackets are fantastic value and very popular(+ £1 for XXL and £2
for XXXL)

Clothes are for sale at most monthly meetings by Jane Morgan.  You can also
order by post or email and Jane will bring them to the next meeting or mail
them to you for a small extra charge.

Jane Morgan: 07887 558832 - jane@dive.uk.com

The British Society
of Underwater
Photographers
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P e t e r  L a d e l l
Phone/fax: 01582 419603 - coming soon - www.fullimmersionphoto.com

Ergonomic housing modifications, quick release and rotating flash brackets,
focus lights and custom ports from fisheye to 4:1 for most systems. Made to
individual requirements.

Custom housings for Digital Cameras and accessories (port adaptors to fit
other port systems). D200 & SB800 housings coming soon.

Underwater Photography workshops for Film or Digital, based in the UK.

Designed and built by UK CMAS World Championship team member and used
by International Award winning Photographers.

Please contact: PETER LADELL - 01582 419603,
peter@fullimmersionphoto.com

Custom Underwater Housing Modifications and Accessories
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BSoUP meets on the third Wednesday of each month at 20.00hrs in the function
room at the Holland Club, Imperial College, London. From South Kensington tube
station take the tunnel to the Museums and Exhibition Road. Continue north
and turn left into Prince Consort Road. Turn left at the far end into the entrance
to the grounds of Imperial College, walk down the hill and go through the white
double doors facing you into the Holland Club. If you are coming by road, turn
into the College grounds from Exhibition Road, take a parking ticket at the
barrier and ask directions to the Holland Club. When you leave you must pay at
the barrier (currently £8.50) for the evening (after 18.00hrs). Do not arrive before
this time as the ‘evening’ parking could cost you £16. Alternatively, there are
parking meters in the surrounding roads until 18.30. Beware as there are many
Residents Only bays which operate all evening. There are bar facilities in the
Club and snacks are available.

How to find us



BSoUP officers 2006

President/ Webmaster: Brian Pitkin
Tel: 020 8668 8168 email: brian.pitkin@virgin.net

Chair: Martha Tressler
Tel: 07764 603657 email: martha@mtressler.com

Honorary Secretary/ Membership Secretary/
‘in focus’ Editor: Gill McDonald
Tel: 07855 759946 email: bsoup@catalyst5.freeserve.co.uk

Honorary Treasurer/
‘in focus’ Production Editor: Anthony Holley
Tel: 020 8949 7568 email: bsoup@holleyuwphoto.com

Meetings Secretary: Jane Morgan
Tel: 07887 558832 email: jane@dive.uk.com

Publicity Officer/
Digital Competitions Officer: Jean Phillipe (JP) Trenque
Tel: 07767 874046 email: jp@jptrenque.com

Film Competitions Officer: John Langford
Tel: 020 8567 4464 email: john.r.langford@lineone.net

Digital Officer: Alexander Mustard
Tel: 07876 523110 email: alex@amustard.com

Committee Members:
Martin Davies - 07957 267391 martin@martindavies.org.uk
Colin Doeg - 020 7622 8147 cdoeg35108@aol.com
Peter Ladell - 01582 419603 bsoup@fullimmersionphoto.com
Joss Woolf - 07710 943411 josswoolf@hotmail.com

Honorary Life Members:
Colin Doeg (Vice President), Peter Scoones (Vice President), Tim Glover, Geoff
Harwood, Brian Pitkin, Peter Rowlands, Stanton Waterman and Warren Williams
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